
Sports Simulator has recently launched an exciting new challenge within its Bowling Simulator called Party Bowling, 
which will redefine your bowling experience. Packed with neon-lit vibrancy and designed for ease of installation, 
Party Bowling is the perfect addition to Family Entertainment Centres (FECs) and spaces with limited room for a 
traditional bowling alley. Party Bowling is an immersive, true-to-life representation of the bowling experience. Imagine 
stepping into a virtual world where neon lights dance and pulsate around you, creating an electrifying atmosphere that 
brings your bowling game to life. With its vivid graphics and realistic physics, Party Bowling delivers an unparalleled 
entertainment experience that will captivate players of all ages and skill levels. The ability to customise the 
surroundings to your desire is a significant element of the Sports Simulator. Clients can add their own branding, 
showcase their latest offers and promotions through static signage or video and even personalise the lighting 
within the simulator. The Sports Simulator software is incredibly user-friendly, making it easy to apply and modify 
these features. Need assistance with artwork? No problem - we can provide that too. Installing a traditional bowling 
alley requires a significant amount of space, time and resources. Sports Simulator’s Party Bowling offers an innovative 
solution to these challenges. The simulator can be seamlessly integrated into FECs and sports academies with limited 
room, bringing the joy of bowling to a wider audience. It’s an excellent choice for hosting sports entertainment nights, 
birthday parties, corporate events and more. The Party Bowling experience on Sports Simulator is the next big thing 
in sports entertainment. With its cutting-edge technology, immersive gameplay and customisable features, it’s set to 
revolutionise the bowling landscape. Don’t miss the opportunity to provide a unique and thrilling bowling experience 
that will keep your clients coming back for more. Sports Simulator is committed to expanding its exhilarating offerings 
with the future development of Party Sports. This innovative concept will feature an engaging neon-based 
environment for a variety of sports, including Football and many more. Click to View the Sports Simulator Blog.
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PARTY BOWLING

PARTY BOWLING: A PROFIT-DRIVEN, VIBRANT NEON-LIT, SPACE 
SAVING SENSATION FOR FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT CENTRES

  NIGHT-TIME BOWLING  DAY-TIME BOWLING

  PARTY BOWLING - SURROUND WITH LEADBOARD

  PARTY BOWLING - SINGLE HD BAY

  SPACE SAVING PARTY BOWLING - 5M DEEP X 3.5M WIDE X 2.35M HIGH

  PARTY BOWLING - WITH YOUR OWN BRANDING

https://www.sportssimulator.com/post/sports-simulator-party-bowling
http://WWW.SPORTSSIMULATOR.COM
https://www.sportssimulator.com/
https://www.facebook.com/SportsSimulator/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sportscoachsimulator/
https://www.instagram.com/sports_simulator/
https://www.youtube.com/user/SportsSimulatorLtd/playlists

